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1.0 Introduction 
 
This Report adds additional background information about a development site in Cambridge in 
relation to some of the policies applicable to it. 
 
The general location of the property and the Cambridge Official Plan designations on the lands are 
shown below outlined in purple.  I will refer to it as the Branthaven (Pinebush) property. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The property is adjacent to a shopping centre to the west, anchored by a Walmart store, and carries a 
Commercial Class 5 (red colour) designation in the Cambridge Official Plan (2015).  The green area 
above is a Natural Open Space System that is identified as a Significant Woodland and a Core 
Environmental Feature in the Waterloo Region Official Plan.  The site is zoned Regional Power 
Centre C6. 
 
The property indicated was excess to the shopping centre as a retail development limit on the 
property has already been met.  
 
The property was purchased in July 2015 by Branthaven Belmont Pinebush Inc. who proceeded to do 
work on the property and prepare studies and applications to change the commercial designation and 
zoning to residential use to permit a mixed residential use as shown below. 
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The focus of this addendum is on additional information on the site conditions prior to the application.  
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2.0 Site Conditions 
 
I have located a comprehensive inventory of the soils of Waterloo County (prior to the Region of 
Waterloo): 
 

E.W. Presant and R.E. Wicklund, 1971, The Soils of Waterloo County, Report #44 of The 
Ontario Soil Survey (Research Branch, Canada Department of Agriculture),104 p, plus maps. 

 
This field work for this soil survey was completed in 1967.  It is unusual in that the survey methods 
were an experiment in gathering more detailed information to test soil surveys as a resource tool in 
an urbanizing environment.  In the standard Ontario County Soil Survey, the minimum size of soil 
polygon used was about 50 acres.  In the Report #44 case, the minimum parcel used was 1 to 2 
acres.  Thus, the intensive Waterloo survey was considerably more detailed and time consuming.  It 
identified soil polygons that distinguished parent materials, drainage and slope. 
 
On the following page I include part of the relevant map sheet for the Branthaven (Pinebush) property 
as well as a blow-up of the property with a general outline of the site indicated in purple. 
 
The soils inventoried are generally typical (i.e. sands and gravels) of the parent materials for this area 
being on the interface between a kame moraine and the outwash valleys of the Grand/Speed River 
systems. 
 
I have noted in a blue outline the soil parcel of specific interest being the Granby (Gy) soil polygon. 
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The description of the Granby soils series is included below. 

 
 
Granby soils are poorly drained soils with possible inclusions of organic soils within the unit. 
 
This soil is typical of wetlands and with the description above would be classed as Very Moist (Class 
6 Soil Moisture Regime) with mottles at 6-12 inches (15-30 cm). 
 
The mapping also shows a gravel pit on the eastern portion of the property and steep slopes grading 
down to the lower flat area. 
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3.0 Conclusions/Land Use Controls 
 
This soils information confirms the earlier conclusion that a wetland feature was substantially 
destroyed by Branthaven (Belmont) before they commenced their studies and applications. 
 
This triggers the various policies protecting such features the Provincial Policy Statement (2014), the 
Waterloo Region Official Plan (2015), the Cambridge Official Plan (2015), Cambridge Tree 
Conservation and Fill By-laws, and the Grand River Conservation Authority Regulation 150/06 as 
previously reviewed in detail and summarized below. 
 
The actions of Branthaven (Pinebush) included purchasing the property in July 2015, undertaking site 
alteration (destruction) of some of the features in August 2015 prior to and, then, commencing studies 
and applications in March 2016.  This shows a disregard for the intent and specifics regarding site 
alteration of the PPS and are “not consistent with” the “protection of natural features and areas for the 
long term” – particularly when the woodland was identified as a significant (core) feature on the maps 
and plans available to them. 
 
I also noted the following in the implementation section: 
 

4.9 The policies of this Provincial Policy Statement represent minimum standards. This 
Provincial Policy Statement does not prevent planning authorities and decision-makers from 
going beyond the minimum standards established in specific policies, unless doing so would 
conflict with any policy of this Provincial Policy Statement. 

 
In this case, Waterloo Region and Cambridge have included policies that provide more protection 
than the PPS as they are encouraged to do. 
 
The Waterloo Regional Official Plan (2015) sets out its Greenland Policies in Chapter 7. 
 

This Chapter establishes a policy framework for a co-operative approach to the identification of 
the environmental features that comprise the Greenlands Network. It also outlines how 
provincially and regionally significant features (termed Core Environmental Features) will be 
maintained, enhanced or, wherever feasible, restored. The policies in this Chapter also provide 
direction on how other environmental features (termed Supporting Environmental Features) will 
be maintained, enhanced or, wherever feasible, restored and encourages the establishment of 
linkages among elements of the Greenlands Network. 

 
The highlighting is mine.  The Core Environmental Features include the larger woodland/wetland on 
the Branthaven (PInebush) property which includes the woodland swamp feature. The Branthaven 
(Pinebush) site alterations did not maintain or enhance the features or protect the linkage between 
them. 
 

7.A.7 Boundary interpretations not consistent with the Technical Appendix for Landscape Level 
Systems and Core Environmental Features must be approved by Regional Council, in 
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consultation with the Province, Area Municipalities, the Grand River Conservation Authority and 
other stakeholders. 
 
7.A.8 Boundary interpretations not generally in conformity with the Greenlands Network as 
shown on Map 4 will require an amendment to this Plan. 

 
Comparing the Branthaven (Pinebush) proposal with the ROP and Cambridge Official Plan 
Schedules showing the core feature and wetland as below: 
 

 
 
it is apparent that there is a major change (not an “interpretation”) proposed in the Core 
Woodland/Wetland Feature that should require an amendment to Map 4 in the ROP.   

 
The next two ROP policies deal specifically with what occurred on the property. 
 

Outline of the  
Core Woodland 
transferred from 
Cambridge OP  
Map 2 
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7.A.9 On lands where elements of the Greenland Network have not been adequately identified 
and evaluated through a watershed study or any other appropriate natural heritage review, 
development or site alteration will be prohibited until such time as an Environmental Impact 
Statement has been prepared by an owner/applicant in accordance with the policies in Section 
7.G. to identify and evaluate any such elements located on the subject lands and, wherever 
appropriate, contiguous lands. 

 
The property was not within a subwatershed study and should have been subject to site specific 
studies before site alteration - which is prohibited. 

 
7.A.11 Illegal acts resulting, or having resulted, in a reduction in the form or function of an 
environmental feature within the Greenlands Network, including but not limited to such acts as 
tree removal, wetland filling or draining, or the diverting of watercourses, will not be recognized 
as existing conditions within the development review process. Restoration of the damaged area 
may be required prior to, or as a condition of, approval of any development applications. 

 
Development or site alteration are prohibited on the Branthaven (Pinebush) property until after an EIS 
is completed and approved.  The destruction occurred before the EIS was prepared. Where the 
features are illegally destroyed such as in this case, the current condition of the site will not be 
recognized as existing.  Restoration or compensation may be required. 
 
The Cambridge Official Plan follows the Regional lead and implements parts of the Regional Official 
Plan, including a Section on Natural Heritage and Environmental Management. 
 

The protection, enhancement and/or restoration of Cambridge’s natural heritage is 
a priority for the City. Cambridge contains a diversity of natural features and 
associated ecological functions which together help to sustain its urban areas. 
Through the application of the natural heritage and environmental management 
policies of this Plan, the City will endeavour to ensure that development will 
maintain and improve the quality of the natural environment within the city while 
protecting and contributing to the health and well-being of its residents. 
 
Objectives 
 
The following are objectives of the natural heritage and environmental 
management section of this Plan to: 
 
a) maintain and improve the city’s natural environment, including the linked 
natural heritage system of the Grand and Speed Rivers and their tributaries, 
fish habitat, wetlands, woodlands, remnant prairie and savannah habitat, 
groundwater, soils and atmospheric resources in the interests of overall 
ecosystem integrity; 
 

 etc. 
 
Highlighting above is mine. Further relevant policies I refer to at this time are: 
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3.A.4 Locally Significant Natural Areas 
 
1. Locally Significant Natural Areas (LSNAs) (unmapped) are those natural 
features not meeting the criteria for recognition as being provincially or regionally 
significant. LSNAs play an important role in maintaining the ecological functions 
provided by the Natural Heritage System. 

 
2. To qualify for recognition as a LSNA, a natural feature must be: 
 
a) a wetland which is regulated by the GRCA but which does not qualify as a 
Core Environmental Feature; 
b) a wooded area identified by the Ministry of Natural Resources but which 
does not qualify as a Core Environmental Feature; 
c) significant wildlife habitat generally consisting of one or more of the 
following: 
i) seasonal concentration areas; 
ii) rare vegetation communities or specialized habitats for wildlife; 
iii) habitats of species of conservation concern; or 
iv) wildlife movement corridors; 
d) perennial or intermittent watercourse(s); 
e) Environmentally Significant Groundwater Discharge and Recharge Areas. 

 
I note that small wetlands regulated by GRCA and small woodlands identified MNRF are LSNAs but 
are not shown on the OP maps.  I will deal with the GRCA wetland question later. 
 
Branthaven (Pinebush) undertook the damaging site alteration without completing an EIS as required 
by Cambridge policy.  
 

4. On lands where LSNAs have not been adequately identified and evaluated 
through a subwatershed study, master environmental servicing plan or any other 
appropriate natural heritage review, development or site alteration will be 
prohibited until such time as an Environmental Impact Statement has been prepared 
for an owner/applicant in accordance with the policies in Section 3.A.8 to identify 
and evaluate any such elements located on the subject lands. 

 
The site alteration was “prohibited”.  
 
The maps included in the OP identify the major feature in its original shape.  These maps require 
amendment and justification as the alteration is more than an adjustment or interpretation. 
 
Sections 30, 135 and 142 of the Municipal Act, 2001 give municipalities the ability to control land 
disturbance and such by-laws are in place. 
 
A permit should have been obtained to remove the woodland/wetland. The destruction of the trees 
was an “illegal act”.  This triggers Section 7.A.11 of the ROP and the removal of the trees should not 
be considered as changing the boundaries of the Core Woodland or the Supporting Natural Feature. 
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Cambridge does have in place By-law 160-09 that regulates the alteration of grade or placing or 
dumping of fill on private lands without a permit.  The grading work applies to an area greater than .5 
ha which causes land disturbance. Land disturbance is a defined term meaning “any physical change 
or alteration of the land surface including permanently removing vegetative cover, excavating and 
filling and grading”.  As previously shown on the aerials and the photo, grading (ramp, grading of the 
wetland, etc.) and permanent removal of the vegetative cover has occurred and was an illegal act 
without a permit. This is another trigger for Section 7.A.11 of the ROP as a permit was not obtained. 
 
For the above by-laws, there is a statute of limitations in the Municipal Act for charges under the by-
laws of 6 months.  Since the site alteration was in August 2015, charges cannot be laid.   However, 
this does not render the illegal actions now to be legal in terms of the policy document. 
 
The GRCA has put in place Ontario Regulation 150/06 under the Conservation Authorities Act for the 
Regulation of Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alteration to Shorelines and 
Watercourses.  This Regulation prohibits site alteration in wetlands without a permit.  Wetlands are 
identified and dealt with according to the Authority’s GRCA Policies for the Administration of the 
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alteration to Shorelines and Watercourses Regulation 
150/06 (2015).  A Regulated Areas map has been prepared for the watershed but does not identify a 
wetland on the Branthaven (Pinebush) property.  However, the following advice is provided regarding 
the Regulation: 
 

It is important to note that existing mapping does not delimit the extent of all of the areas 
regulated by the Regulation. Mapping will be updated by the GRCA as more detailed 
information becomes available…. 

 
The Regulation gives the GRCA the mandate to prohibit or regulate development in river or 
stream valleys, wetlands, Lake Erie shorelines, inland lakes and hazardous lands within the 
Grand River watershed. The Regulation applies to all areas described by the Regulation, 
whether mapped or not. 

 
Consequently, the wetland found on the Branthaven (Pinebush) property was and is still regulated 
and the presence would have been obvious in 2015 to anyone on the property. 
 
The 2.13 ha swamp on the Branthaven (Pinebush) property was partly destroyed as I have shown 
and without obtaining a permit from the GRCA (J. Brum, pers. com. November 15, 2018). 
 
Thus, the site alteration was a violation of the GRCA 150/06 Regulation and was an illegal act 
whether or not it was caught within the 6-month limitation period.  This is another trigger for ROP 
Policy 7.A.11. 
 
The additional information from the Waterloo County Soil Survey establishes that there was a wetland 
area present on the property that is no longer evident.  This supports the conclusion that the applicant 
destroyed trees and a part of a woodland that was also part of a wetland.  The features destroyed are 
parts of a Core Woodland and a Supporting Natural Feature/Locally Significant Natural Area.  I 
measured the loss of woodland as 3.11 ha and of wetland as 1.29 ha. 
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This site alteration was contrary to various official plan policies and local by-laws. 
 

o Provincial Policy Statement (2014): provides for the protection of environmental features for 
the long term. Municipalities must protect Provincially significant woodlands and wetlands and 
can protect locally significant features.  The actions of Branthaven (Pinebush) are not 
consistent with the PPS direction and should not be condoned as they unjustly benefit them.  
 

o Waterloo Region Official Plan (2015): the larger woodland on the property was a Regionally 
Significant Woodland and Core Environmental Feature in the Regional Greenlands 
Network.  Policies protect such features in development applications and from site alteration 
activities before applications. The site alteration was not a permitted activity without first 
submitting an EIS report.  The policy 7.A.11 provides that the change to any feature due to 
illegal actions should not be considered to change the original boundaries.  The ROP Map 4 
requires an amendment to the boundary of the major Core Feature.  Such an amendment has 
not been sought or justified so the proposal does not conform to the ROP. 

 
o Cambridge Official Plan (2013): the smaller woodland that was completely removed is a 

Locally Significant Natural Area and protected by the policies in the OP and in the ROP.  
Maps also require amendment to change the boundaries of the Regional feature as it is more 
than an interpretation. The proposal does not conform to the Cambridge OP. 
 

o By-laws: The site alteration activity was an illegal action under the Regional Tree by-law and 
Cambridge Fill by-law. 
 

o GRCA Regulation 150/06: the Branthaven (Pinebush) site alteration destroyed .1.29 ha of 
wetland and was an illegal action on a Regulated feature without a permit. 
 

The new information reinforces my recommendation that the current appeal to the Local Planning 
Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) be denied. 
 
 

 

DJC 
 


